CONSENT AGREEMENT TO LEAVE MINOR ONBOARD AND RELEASE

Unforeseen matters may occur during a cruise, which require us to obtain specific consents from the responsible adult travelling with your child (“Guardian/s”). When you allow your child to travel with someone other than their parent or legal guardian, you authorise the Guardian/s to make decisions in the interests of your child, including all decisions which a parent or legal guardian can make.

The Guardian/s may be asked to make decisions relating to matters such as your child’s safety, health and dietary requirements, medical treatment and decisions relating to disciplinary matters.

Please complete the Authorisation below and present a copy of this document at check-in on embarkation day. We recommend that the Guardian/s carries this completed form during their cruise.

AUTHORISATION

___________________________ (parent/s OR legal guardian/s) of ___________________________ (“Child”) give consent to allow the Child to sail onboard the Carnival _________________ (“Ship”) departing _________________ (Port) on _____________ (Date) without me / us being present.

I/we agree to leave the Child in the care and custody of the Guardian/s, _________________ and agree that the Guardian/s shall be responsible for monitoring and supervising the actions of the Child in our absence at all times during the cruise, both on board and ashore.

I / we agree that the Guardian/s are responsible for all decisions involving the Child while onboard the Ship, including time critical decisions and decisions regarding the Child’s medical care, health, safety and dietary requirements, and disciplinary matters.
In consideration of Carnival plc trading as Carnival Cruise Line permitting the Child to sail with the Guardian/s, I/we hereby release from liability and relinquish all claims against Carnival, the Ship, its officers, agents, insurers, contractors and employees from any and all liabilities which might arise from Carnival permitting the Child to sail in the custody and control of the Guardian/s.

Guardian/s shall be responsible for any property damage or injuries to others caused by the Child.

Date ________________________________

__________________________________________  ________________________________
Mother / legal guardian’s signature    Father / legal guardian’s signature
both individually and on behalf of the Child    individually and on behalf of the Child

______________________________
Guardian Signature